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ABSTRACT Sea-level change as recorded by tide gauges exhibits a complex spatial and
temporal variability for a number of reasons, including tectonic movemenrs of changes
in ocean volume and the adjusunent of the crust to major Late Pleistocene deglaciation,
and to recent mountain glacier melting. Tide gaude records have been analysed by least
sguares regression for secular trends and mean regional trends have been estimated for
10o x 10" areas. These have been expanded into a surface spherical harmonic series,
yielding the global long wavelength pattern of sea-level change. The low degree rerms in
this expansion represent a combination of tectonic change and local or regionai changes
in sea-level. The eustatic rise, reflecting a change in water volume and corresponding
to the zero degree harmonic, is estimated as 1.15 + 0.38 mm/year. The first degree
terms in the expansion are negligibly small, indicating that there is no significant shifr
in the cenue of mass of the ocean relative to the solid Earth. Of the second degree
terms only the zonal coefficient is significant with an equatorial sealevel rise and a
polar sea-level drop. The contributions from recent changes in mountain glacier volumes
and postglacial rebound to the spatial variability are significant bur not for the very low
degree terms. The separation of these contributions from the observed change yields a
globally averaged secular steric change of about 0.5 mm/year but the uncertainties a¡e
large. The mainly zonal geomery of the steric change implies greater thermal expansion
effects in low latitudes than in high latitudes.
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'l Introduction

EvidenceforacomplexPatternoftemporalandspatia1fluctuationSinsea-levelabound
inthegeologicalrecord,particrrlarlyforLatePleistoceneandHolocenetime'Tidegauge
observations for the last hundred or so years also reveal such complex spatial and tem- ,
poral variation in the level of the sea relative to the crust. These geomorphological

and tide gauge observations are of considerable significance for geophysics, including l
oceanograph¡ glaciology, tectonophysics and the global dynamics of the Earth because

they are indicative of volumetric changes in the ocean, either because water is added into

the oceans or the density, primarily thermally induced, varies with time. The conribu-

tions from density change are usually referred to as steric sea-level change and changes

resulting from the addition of water into the oceans are referred to as eustatic sea-Ievel

change. Thus the observations constrain models of deglaciation of the Late Pleistocene

ice sheets of the northern hemisphere and of Antarctica, as well as of mountain glaciers.

The associated variation in the ocean and ice mass produces a deformation of the Earth

and provides a means of estimating the Earth's rheology, parameters that are important

for understanding a variety of tectonic problems. The sea-levels provide a reference level

for measuring vertical tectonics for at present there is no information on the absolute

change in heights of the crust or sea-level (i.e. measured with respect to the Earth's

centre of mass) and what is measured is the changing position of sea-levei relative to the

crust. The observations of the temporal and spatial variations in sea-ievel also provide

consEaints on models of long-term ocean dynamics as well as controlling certain bio-

logical processes such as the growth of coral reefs. In short, there are ample reasons for

examining the changes in sea-level that have occu:red and that are occurring today but

perhaps none are more important than for reaching an understanding of what part of the

present-day sea-level change can be attributed to global warming or for understanding

the present and future rcsponse of sea-level to further environmental change.

f1de gauge records arc particularly important in this last context because they have

much higher precision than geomorphological indicators of sea-level change and they pro

vide information of change on time scales of the order of decades that a¡e comparable

to short-term climatic changes. They provide, therefore, the best data set for understand-
ing present change and for extrapolating to possible future behaviour, aìthough 'best'

does not necessarily imply that the available data set is adequate for this purpose, as the

present analysis well illustrates.
Analyses of long term tide gauge records indicate that giobal sea-level has been

rising during the past 100 years although estimates of the rate have differed significantly,
ranglng from 1 to 3 mm/y. One reason for these differences may be the use of a single
parameter for quantifying secular sea-level change. If such change is not everywhere
the same, then the estimate of the global average value will depend on the choice of

sites used in the analysis because the distribution of suitable sites is very uneven. Fot
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example, in the analysis of Fairbridge & Krebs (1962) orof Barnett (1983) oniy one site
lies in the southern hemisphere oceans and this one site is taken to be representative of
sea-level change for more than 50% of the planet's ocean surface.

læaving aside the possibility of vertical tectonic movements there are several reasons
why the sea-level change will not be everywhere uniform. This surface, once oceano-
graphic and meteorologic forcing is eliminated, is an equipotential surface whose shape
is determined by the mass distriburion within or on the Eanh as well as by the self-
attraction by the ocean mass (Fanell & Clark i976). As this mass distribution changes
so does the shape of the sea change. A major contribution to this change comes from
the melting of the Late Pleistocene ice sheets. When water is transferred from the ice
caps into the oceans, the ocean rise is not everywhere constant because the equipotential
surface is modified by the new distribution of the surface water and ice load. Further-
more, the Earth deforms under the redistribution of this load and the finai ocean surface
takes on a quite complex shape (Peltier & Andrews 1976; Nakada & Lambeck 1987). At
6000 years ago, for example, the melting of the Late Pleistocene ice sheets was largely
completed and there would be no further eustatic rise in average sea-levei. Yet, because
of the on-going adjustment of the Earth to the changing surface load, sea-levels at that
period ranged by up to 100 m or more above their present levels at sites near the margin
of the former ice sheet. Fa¡ from the ice sheets the pasr spatial variations in sea-level
were much smaller but still significant. Some of the adustment is still occurring today
(Lambeck & Nakiboglu 1984; Peltier & Tushingham 1989) and there is no reason, even
for a tectonically inert planet, that the present sea-level change will be uniform over the
ocean surface. Likewise, any present deglaciation of mountain glaciers will not resuit in
a uniform rise in sea-level.

Differential heating of the ocean may produce further temporal and spatiai variation
in sea surface heights and a separation of this componenr from the giacial contriburion
is central to any discussion of the present and future response of sea-levels to global
atrnospheric warming. Current estimates of the relative importance of the two contribu-
tions a¡e based on very indirect data and range from small thermal expansion (Wigley &
Rapier 1987) to almost entirely due to thermal expansion (van der Veen 1988). Clearly
further insight is required.

Here we attempt such a separation by computing the contriburion from past and
present deglaciation and comparing this with a global analysis of the sparial variation
of tide gauge records for secular change. Tectonic influences, always prcsent in the tide
gauge records, are reduced by separating very long from short wavelength components
in the spatial pattern of sea-level change and attributing the former to the non-tectonic
contributions; to the global components from deglaciation and thermal expansion.

The results are presented here, not so much because we have total confidence in the
data base with which we are working, but as an illustration of an imponant aspect of
secular sea-level change: that such a change will be variable over the oceans and that
as much useful information may be contained in understanding this variability as in the
globaily averaged secula¡ change itself.
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2. Tide gauge analyses and results

Numerous attempts have been made to establish a global sea-level curve from tide
gauge records for the latter part of the nineæenth century and the nryentieth century. Early
attempts, including the estimates of Lisitzin (1974) and Fairbridge (1961), indicated arise
in mean sea-level at a rate of 1.0-1.2 mm/y since about 1910, with possibly a period
of little change from 1880-1910. This result is, however, dominated by the sea-level
records of northern Europe and the Atlantic Coast of North America and may not be
repfesentative of the global change. A more recent analysis by Emery (1980) of ?42 sea-
level records yielded a rise of 3.0 mm/y for the past 40 years but little attempt was made
to avoid records from sites of known vertical tectonic motion. Nor did the analysis allow
for the very irregular disribution of the sites, particularly for the clustering of stations in
some areas. The studies of Gornitz et al. (1982) and Barnett (1983, 1984) avoid some
of these pitralls. The former excluded sites of known strong tectonic movement and
computed arca averages prior to computing a mean sea-level curve and this avoids the
problem created by the clusæring of stations. The oceans were divided into 14 regions
and the regional uends of each were averaged to determine the global mean to produce
a eustatic rate of 1.2 mm/y. Barnett (1983) selected a few high quality records that a¡e
believed to be representative of sea-level change in the region as a whole and that a¡e
considered free from tectonic and glacial rebound movements. Of i0 selected sites, fou¡
lie in the Atlantic Ocean, five in the Pacifrc Ocean and one in the Indian Ocean. OnIy
one lies in the southem hemisphere. Barnelt obtained an average sea-level rise of 1.5
mm/y for the interval 1903-1969. Such an increase was found at all stations except along
the Western Pacifrc margin (Sydney, Ausnalia, and the west coast of Japan) and in the
Indian Ocean (Bombay).

These results all point to a rise in global sea-level and to a secular increase in the
volume of ocean water but the global averaging procedures, in which the variable sea
surface rise is represented by a single eustatic term, may explain some of the diversiry of
the earlier estimates because of the aliasing effects of any unmodelled components that
produce regional variaúons. A more detailed model of sea-surface change is therefore
useful, not only for reducing this aliasing but also for reaching a better understanding of
the contributing climatological factors.

The data used in the present analysis comprises monthly mean sea-level observations
at 655 tide gauge stations distributed worldwide and made available by the Permanent
Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL). The record lengths are quite variabie. The longest
records used are 170 years; for about 110 sites the records are longer than 50 years and
for 328 sites the records are longer than 20 years. These records will, in general, contain
oceanographic, hydrographic and meteorologic signals over a spectrum of periodicities
ranging from seasonal to several decades. These signals include variations in atmospheric
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pressure, wind, precipitation, evaporaúon, river discharge, ocean crurents, and water den-
siry that will be local in cha¡acter. Other changes will be more regional, such as changes
in basin-wide winds and. ocean ci¡culation. Generally the lack of meteoroiogical data
means that correcrions for these effects cannot be explicitly made for all sites. Instead,
the monthly mean sea-levels å;(ú) at each site i are represented here by a regression
model incorporaúng a low-degree polynomial and periodic terms (of fiequencies /r )
representing the seasonal periods and long-period tides of periods longer than a month
but less than the ståtion record length. That is,
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where the subscript i indicaæs station i of latitude ?;, longitude À;; e;(¿) is the
unknown residuai error and lhe ain, b;x, c;* ate unknown parameters. A is a design
matrix with the jth row corresponding to the 7tá observation at time ú¡ given as
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is the vector of unknown parÍLmeters. Least squares procedures a¡e used to estimate these
parameters and their covariance matrix for each tidal record (see Appendix 1). In view
of the lack of significance of global quadratic trends (Appendix 1), all station Eends have
been recomputed using equation 1 with a linear term only.

The resulting secular trends arc assumed to be indicaúve of a combination of steric,
eustatic and tectonic signals for the individual sites. Independent estimates of vertical
crustal modon are not available for the majoriry of sites but these effects can be re-
duced through spatial-filtering of the secular trends on the assumption that the typical
lengtlr-scale of tectonic processes is relatively short, less than the averaging distance
employed. This filtering.has been carried outjn two steps (see Appendix 2) to produce
mean estimates of the secula¡ change (and corresponding variances) for 10" x 10" area
blocks. This averaging performs several functions, not the least being that if the areas are
sufñciently large to encompass a number of sites the regional area means are relatively
free from short-wavelength tectonic and oceanographic signals. A second advantage is
that the spatiai averaging reduces the risk of excessive weight being given to regions
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Figure 1. Global dist¡ibution of tide gauges. The 10o area blocks containing 1-2 stations only
a¡e shown by dashed hachure and areas with 3 or-more stations are indicated by the continuous.

containing large numbers of tide gauges. Figure 1 illorour", the distribution of the 10o
areas which contain at least one 2' block.

In the next step a least squares regression model is established in which the 10" a¡ea
mean secula¡ rates arc expanded into a spherical harmonic expansion as

l m a z  n  2
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where Z.np¡s a;rè coefficients to be estimated and the Ynm* ate the sine(,t:1) a¡d
cosine(k : 2) lægendre polynomiais of degree n and order m. The e; is the random
noise of the 10" area means an(?¿,À;) and ,9; is the contriburion of unmodelled
high degree harmonics. An alternative approach is to use the empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) approach as done by Bamett (1984) and Peltier and Tushingham (1989).
However there are some disadvantages associated with this approach. First, oniy a single
component common to all stations over the record period can be obtained using EOF. if
the stations cover the whole globe then the resulting cohesive component is the eustatic
rate. If the regional variations of steric sea level are sought, the same analysis should
be conducted using the stations in the region. The second disadvantage of the EOF
approach is that all data should have identical æmporal distribution and this necessitates
neglecting reliable early records. Also, it is diffrcult in EOF analysis to accommodate



large gaps in the reco¡ds, and such stations should be excluded from the analysis.

the giobai EOF approach can utilize only a part of the avaiiable data.

TABLE 1. Normaiized spherical harmonic coefficients Cn^i of rlre secula¡ sea-
level change where n is the degree, m the order and i indicates the sine (t : 1)
or cosine (i : 2'¡ term. Units are in mm.ivear. The Arctic-Antarctic cont¡ibution
includes the rebound to Late Pleistocene *d Holocene melting and to on-going
Antarcric melting at a rate equivalent to a sea-level rise of 0.22 mflyean

Observed Mountain

Glaciers

Arctic- Residual

Antarctic

Coot

Crct

Ctn

C,t tz
Czot

Czt t

Cztz

Czzt

Czzz

0.36
-0.09
-0.06
-0.02
-0.07
-0.0 i
-0 .03
0.02

-0.01

0.22
- u .  L +
-0 .01
-0 .12
-0.02
-0.01
0.02

-0.02
-0.00

0.57
0.09
0 . 1 4
0.37

-0.'i7

0 .01
-u .Ðo

0 . 1 2
0.28

1.15 + 0.38
-0.14 + 0.30
0.07 + 0.27
0.24 + 0.26

-0.86 r  0 .25
-0.01 + 0.23
-0.54 + 0.23
0.12 + 0.20
0.27 + 0.21

To solve equation (3) for the Zn*r it is necessary to establish a covariance function
of both the er and 5¡ where the former results from the estimation process and the latter
is estimated from a covadance function analysis similar to that used in gravity and geoid
modelling from incomplete data (Jeffreys 1943; Kaula 1959). Equation (3) has also been
solved using area means of 20o and 30" dimensions and the results for the three sets of
coefficients of degree n : 0,1,2 are in good agreement with each other, indicating that
any aliasing effects of the neglected higher harmonics are at least partly eliminated. Even
with the 30" means there a¡e a number of a¡eas without observation in the SW Pacific,
the South Atlantic and the Southern Ocean and the harmonic expansion representations
for these regions will be unreliable if they are carried out to degrees corresponding
to wavelengths of about 90". In fact, the anaiysis for the degree coefficients n ) 3
becomes increasingly unstable and only the lower degree (" S 2) terrns are retained.
The weighted means of the three solutions (from 10" , 20", 30o area means respectively)
are given in Table 1, and the rate of change of the global sea surface resulting ftom eqn.
(3) with n I 2 is illustrated in Figure 2- The standard deviation of these rates (for all
terms with n < 2) varies only little over the oceans and is about 0.8 mm/yr. compared



Figure 2. The rate of change in sea-level as obtained from the spherical harmonic expansion with
n ( 2 (units a¡e in m mf'ear).

with sea-level changes of up to 2 - B mm/yr in equatorial and lowlatitude regions and
-1 mm/yr in polar latitudes. The zero degree coefficient Zssl is the most significant one
and it indicates a globally averaged secula¡lise in sea-level of 1.15 + 0.38 mm/yr and
this is consistent with other recent estimates by Gornitz er al. (1982) and Barnen (1983).
Because the records from the majority of the tide-gauge stations do not extend far back
into time this result is representative of the past 30 or 40 years rather than of the past
80 or 100 years, particularly because many of the recent stations lie in the more sparsely
covered areas of the oceans and contribute correspondingly more to the 10" area means.

The main cha¡acteristics of the global distribution of the added meltwater can be
infer¡ed from the remaining harmonic coefficients. The insignificant value for c2q1 ,
representing a north-south shift in the centre of mass of the oceans, suggests that either
there is no appreciable melting of the polar ice caps or, if there is, the melting occurs
concurrently in both the Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets so as to cancel the effects
on the shifts of the centre of mass. The negative and significanf value for the zonal
coefficient Z¡61 implies an increase in the rate of sea-level rise in equatorial latitudes
over the average value and this is compatible with the second of the above possibilities,
although the zonal distribution is also compatible with warming and thermal expansion
of ocean water in equatorial and low latitudes. The sea-level data aione is not sufficient
to distinguish between these two causes and independent glaciological and climatological
data are desirable as further constraints. It is possible, in principle, that observations of
the Earth's rotation could aid in separating out these causes because the thermal expansion



of ocean water does not load the Earth, does not modify the inertia tensor and does not
cause a secular va¡iarion in rotation. In contrast, the surface mass redisrribution of ice
and melt water does lead to a change in the inerria þnsor and the increased flattening
will result in a deceleration of the Earth's spin rate. However, there are numerous other
factors that pernrrb the Earth's rotation and, in particular, the observed non-tidal part of
this rotation is one of an acceleration (Lambeck 1988).

3. Contributions from mountain glaciers and Antarctic melting

One possible contribution to the present sea-level rise is the melting of mountain
glaciers which, while relatively small in volume, exhibit considerable variation in volume
on time scales of several centuries, and which have generally been shrinking over the
past century @liboutry 1965; Meier 1984). Meier estimated long term (water equivalent)
mass balances B¡ for thirteen glaciers and predicted mass balances for a further eighteen
glaciers using an empirical relation between the secular mass balance and the magnitude
of the seasonal mass fluxes of the glaciers o¡ and esúmates of glacier a¡eas G. The
total mass loss for the glaciers leads to a rise in sea-level according to

t o
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and A is the ocean area. With the results in Table 1 in Meier (1984), å" - 0.40 mm/year,
in agreement with an earlier estimate by Lambeck (1980). (This is somewhat less
than Meier's own estimate because we have used the direct estimates of p for the
13 glacien for which this is available and predicted estimates for the remainder, rather
than the predicted estimates for all 31 glaciers.) Meier's standa¡d deviation estimate of
+0.26 mrn/year for this estimate and its relative magnitude emphasizes the uncertainty
of the value for ä"

Like the adjustment of the ocean to the melting of the major ice sheets, the surface
response to the shift of melt\¡/ater from isolated glaciers into the world's oceans is not
uniform. Because the time scales are short and the areas of the glaciers are small, it
suffices to estimate the regional pattern of sea-level change using an elastic Earth model
and the result is illustrated in Figure 3 for Meier's estimated rates of mountain glacier
melting. Of particular note is that near the major ice sheets of Alaska, sea-level from
this contriburion alone is predicted to fall in response to the diminishing gravitational

fSu," , r -Sor" , ì l
\ ?= r ' t " t  

'  
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Figure 3. hedicted sea-level change from Meier's mountain deglaciatin model on deformable
Earth. The contour interval is 0.1 mm/yeÍr except in areas of rapid change around Alaska and
southem South America.

atmcdon of the glacier, and this is consistent with the observed trends at a number
of tide-gauge stations in the Gulf of Alaska (Table 2). Here, clearly, not all changes
in sea-level relative to the crust can be autornatically attributed to tectonic movements
alone.

TABLE 2. A comparison of observed sea-level t¡ends with the calculared conri-
bution of minor glacier melting over the Pacific coast of North America.

No. Location Latitude Lonsitude Observed Calculated

Trend glacier contr.
(mm/y) (mm/y)

424 Yakutat
425 Sitka
427 Juneau
428 Ketchikan

739 44W
r35 20W
734 25W
131 3814/

59 33¡f
57 03¡/
58 18N
55 20/s

-4.50
-2.37
-12.72
- n  1 t

-4.74
-0 .97
-1 .08
-0 .60
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Whether the Antarctic ice sheet continues to add meltwater, from grounded ice sheets,

into the oceans remains a matter of debate. Meier et al. (1985) concluded that ac-
credon of the Antarctic ice sheet is occurring at a rate to produce a fall in sea-level of
-0.6+0.4 mm/yr although it has been argued that calving rates have been underestimated
(Orheim 1985). Others (Shabatie & Bentley 1987; Stuiver et al. 1981) suggest that the
grounded ice of the Ross Ice Shelf of Anta¡ctica has been melting at a rate that would
produce a rise in sea-level of 0.1 mm/yr and evidence of recent ice retreat in the Vesdold

Hills of Antarctica also suggests on-going melting (Adamson & Pickard 1986). Finally,

Nakada & Lambeck (1988) interpreted the amplitudes of the South Pacific and Australian

Late Holocene highstands as requiring an on-going melting of the Anta¡ctic ice sheet for

the past 6000 years such that sea-level rose a funher 2-3 m in this interval (see also Lam-
beck et al. 1990). This represents an average rate of 0.3-0.5 mm/yr, although there is no

evidence that this rate has been uniform and the present rate will be much less than this.

4. Contributions from Late Pleistocene and Holocene degtaciation

Figure 4. Predicted sealevel change from the
model.

Nakada and Lambeck (1989) glacial rebound
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Figure 4 illustrates the theoretical estimates of the present-day sea-level change re-
sulting from the on-going rebound of the Earth to the Late PleistoceneÆarly Holocene
deglaciation and the on-going but very slow melting of the Ant¿¡ctic ice sheet according
to the model of Nakada & Lambeck (1989) in which the present secular rise in sea-level
is 0.22 mm/year. This latter value is wholly model dependent and the Holocene ampli-
tude data can be explained by models in which the Antarctic ice sheets ceased melting
by 1000 years ago so that this contribution is very uncertain. More significant is the
regional va¡iation in sea-level change rcsulting from the on-going rebound of the earlier
melting of the great ice sheets although much of this signal is contained in terms with
wavenumbers greater than 2. This spatial variation is not sensitive to the choice of msdel
for recent Anu¡ctic melting. The principal cha¡acteristic of this contribution is a fall in
sea-level along the continental margins located far from the former ice sheets and a small
rise in sea-level in mid-ocean areas at rates of a few tenths of mm/year. Only near the
margins of the former areas of glaciation are the relative sea-level changes significant
when compared to tide gauge estimates of secular change. Particularly important is the
substantial rebound still occurring along the North American and European coastlines
just where many of the most reliable tide gauge records are from. Here the spatial varia-
tion in the sea-level change is rapid, being one of an apparent lowering of sea-level and
immediately without the formerly glaciated areas and an apparent rise in the sea-,level
further away. The low-degree coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion of this
contribution are given in Table 1.

5. Discussion

The long-wavelength (degrees n < 2) components of the combined mountain glaciers,
and the Arctic and Antarctic contributions including the on-going crustal adjustment to
the redistribution of these surface loads in the past a¡e summarized in Table 1. The
dominant term in this expansion is the zero degree coefficient, representing a globally
averaged secular rise of 0.62 mm/year. The uncertainty of this term is diffrcult to
evaluate without reliable estimates of the enors associated with the balance estimates
for the individual glaciers. Meier's estimate for the net balance uncertainty is *0.26
mm/yea¡ and we adopt this value as an upper limit for the standard deviation of the the
zero degree term. this being the dominant term in the expansion of this contribution.
The uncenainty of the Antarctic contribution and on-going glacial rebound is primarily
a function of the adopted model fo¡ the Late Holocene melting of the Anta¡ctic ice sheet
and it may be as large as rhe amplitude itself or t0.2 mm/year. This is because the
Late Holocene meltwater required by Nakada & Lambeck (1990) to match the sea-level
curves for the past 6000 years (see also Lambeck & Nadada 1990; Lambeck et al. 1990)
could also originate from mountain glaciers and it is interesting, but probably fortuitous,
that their average estimate for the addition of meltwater over the past 6000 years is nearly
equal to Meier's mountain glacier estimate for this century. The ¡esultin g zero degree
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coefficient of the combined glacial effects if 0.62 + 0.33 mm/year. The residual sea-level
change, the observed change as represented in Figure 2 less the predicted contributions
is illustrated in Figure 5. This, with due cauúon because the uncertainties are large,

can be interpreted as the change in sea-level produced by density changes in the ocean;

that is, primarly to thermal expansion. The uniform steric rise, the observed Zoor less

the glacial contributions is 0.53 + 0.50 mm/year. Observational uncertainties and model

uncertainties contribute about equally to this large error estimate and the result is no

more convincing than other attempts at separating the various contributions to the net

change in ocean volume.

5. Global observed sea-level change "corrected" for the mountain glacier melting and

rebound.

Despite this reservation, the result is in remarkable agreement with independent evalu-
ations of the steric secular change. Gornitz et at. (1982) examined the effects of climatic
warming on the expansion of oceans and obtained an empirical relationship between five-
year running averages of sea-level and surfàce temperature. They estimated a proportion-
ality constant berween sea-level and surface aunospheric temperature of 160 mm/o C, and
found that the sea-level'response lags the suúace temperature change by about 18 years,
presumably due to the thermal inertia of the upper layers of the oceans. Differentiating
their equation (1) yields the eustatic rate as

(:(¿) : 1607

Figure
glacial
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where ? is the rate of change of global mean surface temperature, f is time in years,
and (å is the steric rate, in mm/y, arising from thermal expansion of ocean water.
A comprehensive analysis by Jones et al. 1986) of surface temperatues since 1861
showed a secular increase in annual global surface temperature of about 0.0045" C/y and
substituting this into equation (18) yields the eustatic contribution of thermal expansion as
(å(¿) = 0.72 mmly. Using Meier's estimate of minor glacier contribution and ignoring
the Antarcúc contribution the steric rise due to climatological factors is Zssl - eL :

0.69 mm/y, in remarkable agrÞement with the value given above. The eustatic rise of
1.15 mm/y could therefore be satisfactorily explained in terms of the combined effects.of
minor glacier melting (0.46 mm/y) and thermal expansion of ocean water (0.72 mm/y),
without requiring any appreciable positive or negative contributions from the Greenland
and Antarctic ice caps.

This result is also consistent with the conclusion reached by Wigley & Raper (1987)

who estimated thermal expansion of the oceans using upwelling-diffusion and pure dif-
fusion models. They estimatçd that the past steric sea-level rise was between 0.2 and
0.5 mm/year and that, therefore, melting of the large ice sheets must be contributing
to the observed sea-level change. More recently, Church et al. (1990) re-examined the
thermal expansion question using a different approach but reached a similar conclusion,
that the sea-level rise from this sou¡ce must be of the order of 0.4 - 0.6 mm/year.

Generally the non-ze¡o degree terms from the glaciai contributions are small and the
overall spatial pattern of the steric secular sea-level change is similar to the observed
patrern illustrated in Figure 2. Of the degree 1 and 2 terms, the possible significant
ones a¡eZzol andZ272. Two other coefficients, 4n and Tzzz ãre marginally larger than
their standa¡d deviations. Of panicular interest is the zonal term Z2e1 which implies
more substantial expansion of low latitude than of high latitude waters, consistent with
the dependence of the expansion coeffrcient on water temperaturc; the waflner equatorial
waters will expand more than the cold high latitude waters imposing, thereby, a small
perturbation on the ocean circulation. However, it needs to be stressed again that obser-
varional evidence from the high latitudes is limited and influenced by the glacial rebound
of northern Europe and North America. Improvements are required in all aspects of the
model as well as in the observational estimates of sea-level rise before the secular steric
sea-level change can be estimated with confidence.



APPENDIX 1 Significance Tests

The residual vector e in equation (1) is assumed to be a normally distributed mul-

fivariate and the variances of the monthly mean sea-level values are assumed to be

constant. The least square estimate of the unknown coefficient vector 6 in equation (1)

and the residual vector e(ú) follow as

6 :  (A ' r  A)- r  Ar  h

e : A 6 - h

The a-posteriori variance factor âfr and the covariance matrix C¡ of the estimated

coeffrcients are

-T-
0ã, : ------ , ct : a3(Ê t)-'

Here / - N - 2le*o" - 3 gives the degrees of freedom of the system where N is the

number of observations in the time series. Caution is required in interpreting the residuals

and thei¡ a-posteriori covariance matrix as the mathematical model defined by equation (1)

is underparameterized because of unmodelled oceanographic and meteorological signals,
although a range of tests has shown that the consequence of this on the secular rate

is only of second order. More serious is the correlation of secula¡ rates in the spatiai

domain. This correiation is treated by introducing signal covariance (Appendix 3).

The variances of the linea¡ and quadratic trends ø2 and. otz are given by the second
and third diagonal elements of Ct. Ignoring the correlations between the estimated
paramerers, the confidence interval at a probability level of 1 - c is obtained as (Kendall

& Stuart, 1979),

l (or  -  âr ) l lo  3e, ( f ) ,  t - , tz  ;

l@2 - A2)llot 1 et(f), t-a/z
t l - 1 ì

where âr , ã2 ãrc the true values of the sea-level trends, and (¿(/), r-a¡z is the ap-
propriate value obtained from Student's I distribution with parameter f at a probability
level of  I -  al2.  For 1- af2:0.95-the factor (  is 1.69 for a ñve year data span
with 60 monthly-mean observations and its value is reduced to only 1.65 for a data span
in excess of 50 years. The redundancy of the regression model is therefore quite large,
even for short records, and the factor(¿is nearly independent of record length. How-
ever the estimated variances ozandotzdepend strongly on the number of observations.
The inequalities (A-1) can be utilized to test the statisrical significance of the estimated
quadratic trends in order to explore the plausibility of a more rapid rise sea-level in recent



decades, the trend ar a srarion being significantly different from zero at a probability level
o f 1 - a l 2 i f

l"r l l"t) Cru), t-" '/z .

Calculations using stations with ¡ecords exceeding fifty years indicate a statistically
significant acceleration at only atout 20 percent of the stations and the secular rates
may be taken nearly constant for the observation period. The analysis, therefore, does
not lend support to arguments for a significant acceleration of sea-level rise as has bepn
attributed ø AOz warming (Emery, 1980; Hansen et al. , 1981). It should also be noted
that the variabitiry of sea-level on time scales of several decades is also sufficiently 6ige
and coherent over large distances (Sturges, 1987) to preclude attaching much confidence
to any quadratic trend estimatÞ. Hence, the procedure outlined above has been repeated
for all stations considering the linear trend only (øz : 0).

A similar sratistical test of significance of the estimated linear trends is not appropriate
within the context of the present investigation because the test will fail not only if the
trend va¡iance is large but also if the trend itself is small. As indicated above, secula¡
variations in sea surface are non-uniform, and a zeÍo trend is as physically plausible as
large positive or negative values. Hence all of the estimated trends are included in the
ensuing calculations but with the proper choice of weights to ensurc that a trend with
small variance contributes more to the results of global analysis. '

Regression calculations with and without+idal terms yield similar trend estimates for
the longer records although the trend variances oþtained from models which include tidal
terms are appreciably smaller for the majority.of the stations. The results are in good

agreement with the results of Barnett (1984) for the stations common to the two analyses.
This confirms the precision of the analyses but not necessarily the accuracy.



The observed secular trend ø1 of each individual tide gauge record (eqn 1) contains
fandom noise as well as some higher harmonics pertaining to local and regional varia-
dons which are not included in the preceding equarion. One way of avoiding the aliasing
effects of such unmodelled higher harmonics is to remove them by averaging the ob-
served secular trends over areas that are larger than those representative of the unwanted
harmonic wavelengths, a procedure that also avoids a bias towards regions with dense
tidal station coverage. To achieve this averaging the ocean rìreas are first divided into
2o x 2" rectangular areas along meridians and parallels and the mean trend ø2 in each
area containing observations is calculated as ttre weighted mean of station trends in that
particular area, i.e.

ø 2 ( p ¡ , \ ¡ )  =

and

o3(ç¡ ,À¡) :

where ø2(9¡, À¡) and o3(ç¡,À¡) denote the mean trend and its variance over a 2" a¡ea
with centroidat (g¡,À¡), and i denotes the stations in the 2o area.

Next, the regionai mean Eends over 10o area blocks and their variances are estimated
using the 2o a¡ea means. Some 10o arcas contain only one observed 2" block and, in
order to weight such sparse 10" areas realistically, their variances are scaled by a factor
of m*o"f m where rn denotes the number of occupied 2" areas in a 10" area, and
nv,^o, is the largest m over the Earth. That is, tf an(pj,À¡) and o?o(ç¡,À¡) denote
the mean trend and its va¡iance over a 10o area with centroid at (g¡,),¡),

- l m

\ -  - 1 ,

Lo l ' (p t ,  \1 )a2(9 ; ,  À ; )
I

{-  - t

Lo;  
-o ; t  

,
i{ Ð " , ' } - '

{ Ð " " } - '

a to (e j , ^ ,  :  

{ å , ; "  
@, ,  ̂ ù }

and

o?o(ç¡,^¡) : !# {i"r'rr,, r,)}'  r n l 7  )

ObviouslS the estimate ø2å16 does not wholly represent the true variability of these
means in the 10" a¡ea because of the regional correlation of these me¿ms. Here øfo
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pertains to the random part of the variability. Out of about 450 possible 10" ocean a¡eas

only 118 contain an estimated value. Furtherrnore, 70 percent of the occupied 10o areas
is given in the northern hemisphere (Figure 1).



APPENDIX 3 Covariance Analysis

The regression model (3) can be put into a matrix form as

z :  A c * w

where,

,  :  ( t t  *  r r , . . . ,  s r r s  *  
" l r s ) "

c  :  ( c ì , 0 , r , . . . ,  c r ^ , " , n ^ " . , 2 ) T
u : ( o t g r , . . . ,  o l o r r " ) ?

for the 118 estimates of the 10" means, and

( Y o , o , ' ( v ; , ' \ ; ) " "  h ^ ^ , , n ^ " , , 2 ( ç ¡ , À ¿ )  
\

A : - l :  :  I
r l
\% ,0 , t ( p t t t ,  À r re )  "  "  "  Yn^o , ,n^^ , , 2 (9 r r r ,  À r r r )  /

The least squares estimates of the unknown vector õ and its covariance matrix are

given by

¿:  -çArc ; IA¡ -1 l rc ; t  c " :  (Arc ; 'A) - '  (A  -  2 )

where the covariance matrix C, is the sum of the covariance matrices C. and C, which
pertain to e and s respectively, i.e.

C r : C r l C "

The covariance matrix of the residuais Cu can be constructed using variances
o?o(ç;,À;) and assuming that r¡ are uncor¡elated, as

C,  :  {6 ; ¡o lo (p ; ,  À t ) }  ,

where

"  
( o  i : jÒ , j :  
t  r  . i +  j

The covariance matrix C, of the unmodelled harmonics ,9 is also needed and this
constitutes the main difñculty with this approach for, theoretically, Cs should be de-
termined from independent information without using the estimates oro. The problem
is similar to the one encountered in the past in the determination of geoid heights from



where
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sparsely distributed ter¡estrial gravity anomaly observations and we adopt, with some
modification, a method developed by Jeffreys (1943). In the first instance an approxi
mate solution cs for ð is obøined from eqn (A-2) by taking C, : C, and the covariance
function C" is estimated by assuming isotropy as

(,4 - 3)
2 l

u(p;, \¿) :  a. ,(p; , .1r)  -  
Ð 4*,Yn*,(P,,  \ ; )

n ' m  t r

is the residual at the centroid location (9;,À;), and

ú : cos-l lsing; sin g¡ * cos gi cos À¡ cos(À; - À¡ )]

is the geocentric angle between centroids i and j. The resulting variance is estimated
as C"(þ: 0) = 5 mmz with C" tapering off with r/. Theoretically t, contains a]l
harmonics with n > 3 (n - 3 corresponds to ú:60") but the function C, oscil-
lates about 7 mmz after tþ = 24". Hence we take the maximum correlation distarrce
&s 1þ*or:24". That is, C(rþ > 24') = 0. This indicates that only the correlations
between the neighbouring 10' blocks need to be consideredin C"(tþ) and that globally
unmodelled oceanographic signals are unlikely.to effect the very long wavelengths illus-
trated in Figure 1. The covariance matrix C, follows by smoothing and interpolation
bet'¡¡een the values of C"(r/') calculated from eqn (A-3) for various ty'. A second ap-
proach in constructing the covariance function C" is to approximate the residuals ,(p, À)
in eqn (A-2) by successive difference of 10o area rneans and those of 20' and 30o areas.
The result is very simila¡.

)
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